In this method I am going to tell you
how I started earning $1,000+/week
This is not some bullshit method like
many other ebooks, this one does
work and only requires a little effort
every day!

The Proof!!

Ofcourse everyone has the dream of
laying next to your swimming pool
and having huge stacks of $$!!
And owning cars like a Ferrari 458
Italia, ofcourse you won’t achieve this
really fast but with this method you
could start building some nice
amount of $$ which you can invest in
trading etc to make even more!

Enough said, lets start!!

What are we gonna use?

We are going to use social media to make alot of
money, social media is the main customer base for
EVERY single succesful company! People who think
social media is saturated and not a good way to
make money anymore are STUPID!!

What are we going to sell?
This is 100% your choice! I sold ewhore packs
myself, but you could also sell real items etc! I will
explain you really fast how!

How is this going to give me profit?
Well, it’s all about how you market and advertise
your product, in my ebook I will be using ewhore
packs as an example but other products will be
pretty much the same!

Which social media platform should I
use?

This is the trick, gaining Twitter followers is
REALLY REALLY hard those days, BUT gaining
Instagram followers is not hard at all! I will be
telling you how to gain over a thousand real
Instagram followers in a day and how to start your
Twitter and maybe even Tumblr account!

Start by registering an Instagram
account (use a hot girl if you want to
sell ewhore packs, use cars if you
want to sell books or dvds about cars
etc.)
Did you register it already? Yes?
Alright lets go on!

So there are alot of tricks on how to get alot of
Instagram followers, first of all use populair tags
like:

#L4L #F4F #Follow4Follow #Like4Like #Instame
#Instacool #Instalike etc, use tags which are related
to YOUR Instagram account (cars = #supercar etc,
girl = #teen etc)
A good website for populair tags is:

http://www.tagsforlikes.com/
As you can see they have alot of tags in different
categories, another way to gain alot of followers is
by liking pictures of people who use tags related to
your content, so for example if your using an
ewhore Instagram then you are going to like
random pictures of #abs, #supercar for cars etc.
Also following people who are interested in this
kind of content will give you alot of follow backs!
The 3rd way is to follow people who have #F4F in
their tags and who follow alot of people but don’t
have alot of followers, because those followers are
most of the times the guys who DO actually follow
you back! Just go follow a random bunch of people
in their follower list and you’ll see your followers
grow really fast!
ALSO! Don’t forget to ask people for shoutouts,
shoutouts can be really effective and could give you
alot of followers!
MAKE THE PAGE LOOK LEGIT BY POSTING A FEW
TIMES/DAY!

Got enough followers? Alright lets
start the real business!

Do you think you have got enough followers?
Alright lets start by promoting your Twitter/Tumblr
page, make a Twitter and Tumblr page and start
promoting it through your Instagram, this will gain
you alot of followers really fast on all platforms!

Now as soon as you are ready to start selling your
product, go setup a page for your product!

Go make an account on www.payhip.com and
connect your PayPal etc, then press: “Add new

ebook” and start making a page, mine looks like
this:

Ofcourse use YOUR girl as preview picture, I have
set the price at $40 for the pack.
This is my link: https://payhip.com/b/GAgt

I used this as text but it’s better to create your own:

Hey guys,
I am an 18 year old girl from Cambridge, I am selling my private
pictures and videos for only $30, you'll get videos of me in a
gangbang with my classmate, me fingering myself and banging my
best friend, the pictures are amateur and not that good in my
opinion but I hope you like it.. :$
In this pack are +/ 900 pictures and 60 videos, I will also give you
my Skype, Kik and Snapchat within this pack so we can keep in
contact! :)

Use an ebook about cars for a cars Instagram etc!

Time to change those followers into
some $$!

Finally our hardwork is going to pay us back!! The
next thing we are going to do is start spreading the
link through Twitter, Tumblr and Instagram, post
it a few times/day and keep using tags which are
related to your category!
DON’T post it too much, this will make you look
suspicious and will result into having alot of
unfollowers, I recommend to keep posting a few
normal pictures/day!!
ALSO, if your page has got alot of followers, it could
be worth alot of money, if your going to make a new
account then you could sell your old one for a good
price in the HackForums account section!! :)

I hope you guys enjoyed the method,
for questions contact me on Skype or
through HackForums PM!

